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Dissolving the Problem of 
Public Goods: 

Financing Government without 
Coercive Measures 

Among those who regard hberty as  the highest, or pnmary public value, there are 
some who believe that government is. by its very nature, a morally unacceptable 

I institution.' Others hold, as I do, that government is precisely that institution that 
should be estab!ished so as to protect and preserve the liberty at issue in this 
context, namely, the liberty accorded to human k ings  when their fellows refrain 
fro111 initiating force in human encounters The first group, "anarcholibertar- 
ians," share something with statists: the belief that government requires the 
initiation of physical force (and its threat) The anarchists conclude from this that 
no government is justifiable, whereas statists conclude that the allegedly required 
coercion is justifiable. There are some lihertanans. however, who reject the prem- 
ise that government e n t d s  the initiation of coercion. To make out their case, they 
face some unique prahlems OF these I wish to take just one. namely, whether it is 
possible to provide government with financial support adequate forits task without 
relying on any institutional coercive measures such as taxation, which is the 

I expropriation of wealth from citizens by force for purposes of funding the work of 
governmenr. 

The services pro~lded bv governments are commonly regarded as public goods. 
since, if pro\lded. such services can be enjoyed even bv those who would nut 
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choose to pay for them. The most frequently cited example of such a public g o d  is 
nationaldefense. Onceit is secured. everyone can easily benefit without having to 
contribute to thecost of production. As John Rawls notes, "A citizen receives the 
same protection from foreign invasion regardless of whether he has paid his 
taxes."' Such public gods ,  then, might never be produced if we relied on voluntary 
support, since too many members of the community might count on a free ride. 
believing that their support of national defense isn't requ~red In order for it to be 
produced and thus available to them. As Rolf Sartonus observes, if 

I 
each agree[s] to cooperate contingently upon others doing likewise [then] . . . 

each reasons that either enough others so agree and the public good thus J 
, 

becomes available to him free of charge. or enough others do not and thus there 
would have been no point to agreeing in the first place. 1 
Individuals would not voluntarily cooperate toward Ithe support of govern- 1 
ment], and observing the principle that no one may be deprived of his property 
without his consent would prevent the state from compelling him to do so, 
either by way of compulsory taxation or conscription.' 

The conclusion facing the nonanarchist (or archist) libertarian is that either we 
have such public goods as national defense-and governmental compulsion of 
payment for them-r we must do without such goods. Both of these are unaccept~ 
able for those libertarians who regard government. in its proper form, an essential 
and valuable institution of a human colprnunlty. 

The problem of public goods-i.e.. that there can be so many who plan on free 
riding that the goods may not be produced at all-is easily dismissed when we are 
not speakmg of political matters. Some public goods, so called, have nothing to do 
with politics, citizenship, or government. People wallung in "public" places. 
~ a m e l y  where many who live nearby or f ir  gather or commute, are free fiders in 
their enjoyment of the way others dress or look, yet no one womes about this 
because there is no assumption here about such benefit being essential. If others 
find it too costly to make themselves good-Ioohng at their own expense, so be it.  
Similarly, if it costs too much to produce television signals capable of being 
received by those not paying for them, they might not get produced; bur again, 
television signals are by no means essential public goods. National defense and 
other political values, however, are demonstrably essential for the verv survival 
and functioning of a free society, at least in terms the nonanarchist libertarian 
conceives of human community life. This is why the public goods problem must be 
solved before the libertarian who considers government \ ~ t a l  can rest assured that 
his conception of political life is possible, let alone preferable, to all others. 

To a large extent the public goodslfree rider problem grows out of the familiar 
assumption of contemporary economic theory, namely. that everyone is a utility 
maximizing individual, motivated solelv by the desire to pursue private gains 
Assuming that apublic good is one that an individual would desire, but only at the 
minimal expense (of his wealth or rime) necessary for its attainment. then any 
opportunity to become a free rider would be seized. This may not require, accord- 
ing to Mancur Olson, "the selfish, profit maximizing behavior that economists 
usually find in the market place . . . [since] even d the number of a large group 
were to neglect his ou,n Interests entirely, he still would not rationally contribute 
towards the provismn of any collective or public good. since his own contribution 
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! would not be per~eptible."~ It seems, however, that this result s t d  requires some- 
thmg akm to the economists' assumption, since without it we can easily imagine 

1 
1 some citizens contributing to the provision of the pubhc g o d  as a matter of 

I principle. Moreover, we can imagine that recognition and discussion of the public 
goods probiem would spur the members of the group in question, if all were not 
solely eager to secure for themselves what they value at theluwest cost, to make 
arrangements to overcome the problem. This is what frequently happens when a 

I noup  of people engage in the selectior~ of a restaurant for dmner-some of them, 
realizing that not everyone's preferencc can be satisfied. simply withdraw from the 
discussionabout what restaurant tochoose When acheciisbmughtfor theentire 
group, those who had lower priced meals will often agree toan even divying up of 
the bill. The value of keepmg things going, offraternity, and of d a t e d  matters that 
currespond in some measure to public g o d s  is great enough to forgo the chance of 
gctting the best possible deal on the meal. 

As Richard Tuck has noted, "the Free-rider problem is not in fact a problem of 
pnlitical theory alone-it is merely a particular application of a general logical 
problem." that of the paradox of the Sorites: "One stonc does not make a heap; but 
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theaddition ofonestone tosomething that is not a heapcan never transformit into 
a h e a ~ . "  Tuck areues that "we have to treat minute increments as non-neelieible. - u u  . 
even though the SUI-ites argumentseems to establish that they ought to be treated 
as [negligible]." With respect to puhlic goals, Tuck observes that "universal 
confidence in (say) stable property ownership or continued personal Freedom is 
desirable; . . . a particular defection from such a universal pracllce in the interest of 
local utihtv would not sap that confidence, though iterated defection would."* And 
except o n  the assumptlnn of narrow selfistme& whereby everyone is obsessed 
with getting away with a free ride, such iterated defecnon need not be. counted 

The solution that I am proposing, howcrer, does not depend on how many 
members of society would defect just in case they could get away with it. Rather, I 
want to suggest all approach to understandmg the nature of government as a 
pubhc rwd that would undercut the problem associated wth  the provision of such - 
pubbc goods ns national defense by the recognition that the promion of other, 
nonpubbc (government promded) goals depends on promdmg the former, as well 
Let me first sketch how t h ~ s  suggestion solves the problem of government financ- 
ing. 

The key to this idea is that a Libertarian government would provide crucial yet 
unique private goods as well as public goods. and this rvouM make it possible to 
secure the financing of governntent voluntnnly. The provision of the private gwds 
can belinked directly to the consumer, who w o ~ ~ l d  need to pay for it. Yet, qiven that 
the private good is a uniquely political good. pro\ldable only by or within the 
Framework of a voliticaUleea1 institution such as eo\ernment. it would afford the - " 

opportunity ra collect support for the public good that is also required. Fur exam- 
~ ~ ~ ~ 

ple, the protection of contracts is a private good that government provides at same 
level of the adiudicatorv Drocess in contractual d~ruutes (Even i l  a dispute is , . 
handled by a pnvate arb~tratlon board. rhe ~overnrnenflcgal framework must k . . 
there'in the wings"toassuredueprucessin suchmatters as arrest. trial. ~mprison- 
nient. and seizureof urooertv. ahould thc dccxion of !he arbitrators be re~ected bv . . 
one of the partlea ) The nat~onal defense that gote~nn~ent  would prov~de IS ot 



with others without personal militarization, ad hoc adjudication of disputes, and 
the general insecurity that goes with lawlessness. Individuals who recognize the 
value of social life readily acknowledge the value of establishing an agency to 
provide them with the protection and preservation of their rights in the context of a 
system of objective law.' 

Take contracts, for example. One of the benefits of social life is the possibility of 
extensive promise makmg for a variety of purposes-artistic, commercial, roman- 

h 
tic, scientific, educational, recreational, athletic, and so forth. Sometimes relations 

reputation, loss of fnend- 
against loss of value, against inadequate return 

of outright victimization 2. 

and injury. Some of these concerns can be handled by turning to insurance .f 
agencies. But sometimes, wHen matters are important and complex-and they 
very frequently are-satisfaction is obtainable only through legal protection, e.g.. ? 
against theviolation of rights. Here, it is not simply some service, but some service 
aimingatjustice, that is sought. Contracts are one way ofinsuring against- 

'. 

loss and supporting efTorts toward recovery, hut by means that remain attentwe to 
human dignity, that is, to the fact that 
natural human rights ofindividuals in 
of contract is one government service. 
nity specifically responsible for maintaining justice among members as members. 
This task is frequently accomplished only by the use of physical force, which 
government, by virtue of its unique adherence to the principle of due process- 
eg . ,  stringent rules of evidence, clear and present danger, probable cause, speedy 
and fair trial provisions. etc-is established to carry out. 

Promise breakers could have good reason for breakmg their promises, but they 
would have even better reason to reassure their trading partners about the recov- 
ery of investment or avoidance of serious losses. Thus, even in usual utihty-maxi- 
mizing terms. members of society would ordinarily find it beneficial to secure the 
private good of government protection and enforcement of contracts (even if 
government is involved only as the ultimate protector-see the above discussion 01' 
arbitration). Especially in a human community 
other personally, then, the prospect of entering 
tionships is of considerable objective value to p r a c t i c a ~ & r y o n e .  

For these and related reasons. it is olausible that the orivate eood of havine one's . . - u 

own liberty protected and preserved in the context of contractual relat~onships 
would be one of the most widely sought ser\lces of' government in a free society. 
Every valid contract imposes a burden on the legal svstem and its administrators, 
for the "machinerv" for interpreting and enforcing contracts, should disputes 
arise, must be in place. So providing this protection requires expenditures on the 
part of government. A svstem ofcontract fees, collected at the timeofthesigningor 
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registering of contracts-from the most simple trades to elaborate corporate ar- 
rangements-with provisions for further payment in case of special senices 
generated throughout the period of the contractual relationship, would provide 
funding for this government activity. Even the faintest appreciation for the stag- 
gering number of contracts drawn in curttempwary societies withn the span of 
just one dav d l  suggest the rwenue-obtaining potential of government work. 

Like contract protection, other governmental semices are deliverable to individ- 
1 uals, so fees for the services rendered could be established. Among such poten- 

tially mdwiduahzed eelvices are securing criminal justice and defending private 
homes and businesses or supervising such defense by private security agents so 
that due process of law is preserved @ Not only would it he possible to require 
payment for particular services rendered, but, if criminal actions are involved, 
burdells could be distributed in line with the determination oflegd responsibility. 
For example, court costs could be imposed on guilty parties, andcriminals could be 
required to cover other costs, such as police services. 

For government to be able tocarry out these functions, however-to stand ready 
for purposes of adjudicating d~sputes, defending persons and property, issuing iVf! 413 (j warrants for a m t .  s e e h g  reparations, impsing pendties or imprisonment-it 

,must be stahle and secure. Government.,in other words, has overhead costs, 
-@?@3 f@ including those associated with providingfpr the defense of the system of laws 

itself Foreign aggression, usually aimed at the country as a whole, is obviously a & " , threat to this system. Once a country has been conquered, the foreigners take over 
the administration of justice and, with apptopriate alterations (though by no 
means with even very dramatic ones), continue the business of state, good or LU. 
Aglnst this eventuality a governmerlt should protect the community, including 
itself--or, the institution of government must be so constituted that its protection 
of its own functions is provided for as a necessary means towards its provision of 
the protection and preselvation of the rights ofits citizens. Accordingly, its charges 
for the provision of its various services would reasonably include some amount to 
cover the cost of defense agansl foreign aggression. In this respect, the situation 
would be much like Coca Cola paying for security guards and other overhead costs 
from earnings from the sale of such clearly individually consumed goods as bottles 
of Coke. 

It might be thought that nl this way the principlcs of n free society, as  conceived 
dong hbertalan lines, would be breached. First, would not everyone be required 
to pay for services? Second. would not those who might wish to compete in the 
provision of government's private services be forcibly excluded? 

Regarding thc fear of reintroducing coercive financing. it must be observed that 
entering into contractud agreements, for example, is an entirely \,oluntary matter. 
Anyone can. literallv, s~mply accept a handshake or friendly wink and not bother 
with contracts, just as one can avoid mamage vows and simply leave it at being 
lovers. Yet the exnrrnre of a legal system makes possible the legal protectlon of 
relations beyond [he state of promises, should one desire this firmer protection. 
And such private goods, obtainable from government. would reasonablv carry the 
burden of supporting the public good of national defense. 

But what about the objection that i n  a lire societv government could not 
lcg~timately bar others from providing, sav, contract protcctlon. And then ihusr 
others could offer it at n lower price. not having the nat~onal~defense overhead 
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I 
monopoly both in the sense of classic natural monopolies and in the sense of the 
requirement for internal integrity in the administration of justice. That is, on the 
one hand, the same senices provided outside the legal framework would not be as 
valuable without provisions of due process of law. On the other hand, the ethical 

, ., justification of establishtng government implies that in human relations, where 

- ~ ~ , ~~ -~ ~ ~ 

' v'& might be challenged on w u n d s ,  among others, that governn~ental costs are l enormous and the very existence of deficit spending in most modern societies 
indicates that not e\,en taxation can secure enough funding for government. In 
libertarian theory, however, the scope of government is severely confined to 

good in the sense of its p;ov~slon betng good for members of the community as 
such, ibr citizens as citizens. But because there is a definite constraint on what 
constitutes such apubbc good, it should be plausible. at least, that its provision will 
not involve so much cost as is now commonly associated with governmental 
operations that range from some bona fide public goods-eg., criminal law and 
national defense-to such nonpublic goods as national public radio, mad service, 
and the printing of money? 

In short, then, competition in providin~ legal protection and adjudication of 
contracts would be impossible because this good is not solely an economic but also 
apolitical good, the provt5iun of which requires the existence and maintenance of 
an integrated legal system, Including national defense.'' To prohbit the provision 
of this good apart from the legal system IS tantamount to prohibiting vigilante 
groups, lvnching, and similar paralegal processes which always involve third 
parties whose rights are seriously endangered w~thout the full protection of due 
process of law. 

The fee-for-services-plus-o\,erI>ead solut~on 1s not the only one that could be 
invoked to finance the adminlsrration of' go\.ernments in a free society. As Ayn 

14 could be demonstrated readdv I I I  public debate conducted by a tice press. the 
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they have all along received relatively solid popular support) the prohahhty of 
support for the libertarian system-including extraordinary support in times of 
trouble-may also be assumed. But what iscrucial is something else. namely. that 
it is not inherently impossible to secure the public good of the mainlenance 01' 
justice, including the protection and preservation of the nghts ofc1t1rens from 
domestic and foreign aggression, without disregarding those very values. 

There is, of course, no guarantee that a government of a bbertarrm socletv 
would be voluntarily financed. Spells of neglect could settle in, or there could be 
periods during which government is not needed. when the world of the anarchtst 
Libertarian might be realized, at least for a hnef period.15 Yet, whenever the 
challenge is posed to provide such a guarantee. it must be noted that coerclie 
funding of government is anything but a guarantee against governments' golng 
bankrupt. waging unsuccessful and unwat~anted wars. neglecting various related 
obligations. etc Richard Tuck observes: 

I t  has been customary for political theotists to accept that [the free rider~publlc 
goods] argument is a good one, and to direct their energies toward de\is~ng 
strategies tocope with it. The most popular has undoubtedly been somemecha- 
nism of soc~al coercion, despite the fact that such mechanisms charactenstt- 
cally depend on cooperative action b) the people conoerned, and that the 
argument is therefore likely to turn into a regressusu ad infinltum." 

I f  the klse and impossible ideal of guaranteed provision of p u b l ~  goods 1s 
rejected. as i t  should be. then the solution offered along lines sketched ahow ~1111 

have to be a s s e s ~ e i  comparati\,ely.': It will haw to be judged in accordance wth 
how well it would secure for members of human communities the values they 
should seek Ikon) a legal system, granting that all such proposals can \  lnsks of 
abuse and neglect, nsks the elimination of wh~ch from human aftiirs is not only 
rmpossible but dangerous to pursue. 
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